Launch of new automotive community
Carnorama began life in early 2000, the brainchild of automotive professionals. Operating out
of Europe, the community saw rapid initial growth, due in no short measure to
our automotive knowledge. This initial growth permitted the investment and creation in 2002 of
www.carnorama.com, a true automotive community online. Although investment
was high, Carnorama can now provide members a free community where everyone can express
their automotive views.
(PRWEB) February 27, 2003 -- Carnorama began life in early 2000, the brainchild of automotive professionals.
Operating out of Europe, the community saw rapid initial growth, due in no short measure to our automotive
knowledge. This initial growth permitted the investment and creation in 2002 of www.carnorama.com, a true
automotive community online. Although investment was high, Carnorama can now provide members a free
community where everyone can express their automotive views.
Carnorama is expanding with a growing range of additional features such as publications, reports, books,
services, newsletters and more to ensure that users are provided with an increasingly useful automotive
resource. Carnorama is a global site with visitors from all four corners of the world supporting many
automotive companies by providing data, information, insights, forecasts and confidential issues available only
at Carnorama.
Carnorama is the free online community for automotive industry professionals around the world. As such we
require our members to become part of Carnorama and be involved in something special. Together we can
develop into the most respected and fastest growing automotive site in the world. The unique content is
produced and sourced via our dedicated team of automotive industry professionals.
What is Carnorama?
Carnorama is a web-based community that helps you to keep updated with the automotive industry instantly,
whenever the urge strikes. Carnorama is the leading community in the rapidly moving automotive industry.
Why is Carnorama different?
Carnorama contains information made up of usually short, frequently updated posts that are arranged
chronologicallyÂlike a what's new page or a journal. The content and purpose of Carnorama varies
greatlyÂfrom links and commentary about the industry, to news about a company/person/idea, to exclusives,
photos, reports, forecasts, etc. Some areas of Carnorama are for play. Some are for work. Some are both.
What does Carnorama do?
Carnorama provides you with a way to increase, automate and greatly accelerate your knowledge base. The
Carnorama process provides updated knowledge at a click of a button without worrying about time and cost.
And yet, it still gives you total control over the required information.
What do I need to get started with Carnorama?
Nothing. But to access certain areas you need about 30 seconds to simple register for free.
How does Carnorama work?
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Magic! Actually, the community spirit is what makes Carnorama so strong.
Is Carnorama Free?
The service is completely free. The only "payment" we require is that you interact and be an active member in
the community.
Carnorama [automotive views]
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Contact Information
Admin Carnorama
Carnorama
http://www.carnorama.com
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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